Lewinsville Presbyterian church-”Bringing home the mess”
Jesus goes up into heaven
The Ascension of Jesus to heaven traditionally falls 40
days after Easter, which is Thursday (May 13). 40 days
after his resurrection, Jesus led the Apostles to the
mount of olives and told them to go into the world
and tell others what they had seen and heard from him
about the kingdom of God and to baptized others into
the faith. he also said that he would be with them and
that he was sending them the Holy Spirit and They were
to wait for the spirit to come upon them. After this
Jesus rose up into heaven. The Apostles stayed and
prayed in Jerusalem for 10 days until Pentecost
Sunday (May 23).

Ascension Bubbles:
Prayers & Activity for
Ascension Day

this is a great activity to help children think about giving their prayers
to God!
You will need: A plastic bottle or glass jar, water, vegetable oil, food
coloring, Alka seltzer tablets

What to do:
1-Fill a bottle or jar halfway full with water and mix in some food coloring.
2-Now fill the rest of the bottle with oil, leaving a small space at the top.
The oil will separate from the water into a separate layer.
3-Drop an Alka Seltzer tablet (or try a quarter or half at a time if they are large
tablets) into the bottle and watch as bubbles of colored water start to
ascend into the oil layer in the style of a mini lava lamp!

Talk:
Watch the bubbles rising and think about the sight of Jesus ascending and
what that might have meant for the disciples. What might they have been
thinking/ feeling? What does it feel like to wait for something, as the disciples
had been told to go and wait for the Holy Spirit to come?
Pray: Think about situations where you or people you know are waiting for
something to happen.
As you drop the tablet into the liquid and see the bubbles ascending, pray that
God will take the worries and stresses of waiting away and that they will feel
God's presence with them as they wait.

Ascension Spiral Prayers
Materials:
White poster board
Crayons (we used these crayon sticks)
Watercolor paint
Scissors
Brush
Hole punch
Yarn or string

Directions:
STEP 1: Cut your circles out of your poster board.
You can trace a large mixing bowl for a perfect circle or just wing it.
Step 2: Draw your spiral starting from one point on the perimeter of the
circle (but don’t cut it yet). Make the spiral relatively thick.
Step 3: Now decorate your spiral with crayon drawings.
Any designs. Lots of color. You could stick to seasonal colors if you like
or decorate the spiral like a snake, but we just went for lots of color
and design.

Talk about Jesus' ascension in Acts 1. Even though he has ascended
to heaven and we can not see him, he is still with us, hears us and
helps us.
Step 4. Cut along the spiral line. Turn the circle over and Think about
things you would like to pray to Jesus about- help, thanks, blessings
for others etc and write or draw them inside the spiral.
Step 5. Punch a hole in the center and tie a string there for hanging.

The spiral will spin slightly just by virtue of being held, but when
held over a bulb or source of heat, the spiral will spin much more
because of the rising of hot air. Even though we can't see the hot
air, it is still there, rising up. The movement of the spiral gives a
'rising' or 'ascending' visual for the written or drawn prayers and
a reminder that, even though we can't see him, Jesus is always
with us.

Ascension Parfaits
Ingredients:
•

1 package of Berry Blue Jell-o

•

Cool Whip

•

Clear Glasses

•

Print of Jesus

•

Popsicle Stick or Straw

•

Tape or Glue Stick

Directions:
1. Prepare the Jell-o following the
package directions.
2. Layer spoonfuls of Berry Blue Jello and Cool Whip in narrow glasses to create the sky and clouds! Be sure to alternate where you place the cool whip “clouds” so that
you get a nice staggered
effect.
3. Cut out the Jesus print and glue or tape it to the top of
a popsicle stick. Stick the stick into the parfait to look
as if Jesus is rising above the “clouds”.

When the day of Pentecost had come, they were all together in one place. And
suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the rush of a violent wind, and it
filled the entire house where they were sitting.
Materials:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

White, red, orange or yellow craft paper (any 8.5 x 11" paper will
work)
Paper straws (2 per kite)
String or twine for the kite string (at least 25-30" long)
Light-weight string, twine or decorative ribbon for the tail of kite
(at least 20" long)
Decorative ribbon scraps
Elmer's X-treme School Glue Stick (I love this because it's much
stronger than the regular glue stick)
All purpose glue (I used Elmer's X-treme School Glue)
Markers for decorating
Scissors
Pencil
Ruler
Choose two coordinating papers, and cut them both in half along
the longest edge. (The size is now 5.5 x 8.5".)
Using a very strong glue stick, cover the back of one sheet with
glue and place the other color on top. Smooth the page down, and
make sure there are no bubbles.
Using a ruler, measure and mark a spot at the top and bottom of
your paper at 2.75". Measure and mark the long edges at 3". Use a
ruler to connect the four marks and draw lines to make the kite
shape.
Cut out the kite.
Cut a length of twine or string, and tie one end to a paper straw
about of the way down. Cut the second straw into thirds to get
three pieces. (They don't have to be exactly even. Just eyeball it.) Tie
the other end of the twine to the middle of one of the paper straw
pieces. This will be the kite handle.
Add a drop of glue onto the knot you tied on the handle so that
the string won't slide off of the handle.
Place the side of the kite that you want to be the bottom (the side
that will hold the paper straw frame) face up on the table. Using a
ruler and a pencil, connect the corners to draw a cross. Squeeze
a bead of craft glue along the cross.
Place the straws into the glue to form your kite frame, and allow
the glue to dry for a few minutes. (Try to get the knot of the
twine about even with the center of the cross before you press
down the straw.)
Cut a 20" (or longer) piece of light-weight ribbon or string to
make the kite tail. Thread it through the long straw, and add a bead
of glue at the top of the straw to keep the string from falling out.
Tie a few decorative ribbons to the tail, and allow all glue to dry
completely. Decorate by drawing flames or doves on your kite
face.

Pentecost
Paper Plate Kite
(Decorate with Ribbons colored in Red,
Orange, Yellow)
Supplies:
• Paper Plate, Ribbons (in Pentecost colors) in
various width and lengths
• Duct Tape
• 16-inch dowel
Tools: Scissors, markers

1. Cut the center
out of the paper
plate.

3. Make a hole at the
opposite end of
the plate from
where you attached the ribbon. Insert the
dowel into the
hole.
5. Use duct tape to
secure the dowel
to the plate

7. You are now ready to hold your
dowel as your handle and run with
your kite, giving it flight! The
ribbons will flow behind the kite as
you run.

2. Use duct tape to
attach ribbon to
one end of the
paper plate.

4. You want the
dowel to come out
the other side, but
you don’t want it to
remain sticking out.

6. Use a generous
amount of tape on
both the back and
front sides. To make
the tape look like a
decoration, you can
add more squares
of tape going around
the top of the plate.
Draw flames and
doves on the paper
plate front.

